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Carcinogenic

Communication

What we know

• Radiation can cause cancer
• There is no threshold (Not all agree)
• Problems in how this is used
• Probability $\propto$ dose (LNT: ICRP, UNSCEAR, BEIR, IAEA......................)
• Radiation effects at level below 100 mGy to tissue
• One cannot....
• One should not.....
• One can use ......provided.......

Doctor, is a CT scan safe for my child?

Parent: Whether or not a CT scan will cause cancer in their child
• Somewhat similar question is faced by medical physicists from their clinical colleagues
• Dialogue: What if we do not do the CT scan?
Carcinogenic effects

Defining issues 1

1. Level of radiation exposure to human where effects are uncertain but there is weak but agreeable acceptance.
Defining Issues 2

2. Despite agreement between major international organizations (UNSCEAR, ICRP, IAEA...) on LNT, **what is the basis for controversy** as observed in recent years.
   - Science or communication
   - Over extrapolate

Defining Issues 3

3. To understand the results and limitations from 3 major pediatric CT scientific studies on childhood exposures published recently *(Science: Actual effects with CT)*

4. How to deal with accumulated doses from CT exposures over a period of time? *(Science)*

Defining Issues 4

5. Linear no threshold (LNT) theory may be **scientifically agreeable**

   How appropriate is it to use it for estimation of number of cancers from CT scans?
   Is it appropriate to use it for communication of risks with patients?
Possible Way Forward

• Communicating contradictory messages to public and patients versus
• Communicating with same voice to public and patients while keeping debates within the profession.
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